Three decades of research demonstrate that individual differences in subjective response (SR) to acute alcohol effects predict heavy drinking and alcohol-related problems. However, the SR patterns conferring the greatest risk remain under debate. Morean and Corbin (2010) highlighted that extant SR measures commonly have limitations within the following areas: assessment of a comprehensive range of effects, assessment of effects over the complete course of a drinking episode, and/or psychometric validation. Furthermore, the consistent pairing of certain SR measures and theoretical models has made integration of findings difficult. To address these issues, we developed the Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS), a novel, psychometrically sound SR measure for use in alcohol administration studies. Pilot data ensured that the SEAS comprised a comprehensive range of effects that varied in terms of valence and arousal and were perceived as plausible effects of drinking. For validation purposes, the SEAS was included in a 2-site, placebo-controlled, alcohol administration study (N ϭ 215). Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses identified a 14-item, 4-factor model categorizing effects into affective quadrants (high/low arousal positive; high/low arousal negative). SEAS scores evidenced the following: (a) scalar measurement invariance by limb of the blood alcohol curve (BAC) and beverage condition; (b) good internal consistency; (c) convergence/divergence with extant SR measures, alcohol expectancies, and alcohol use; and (d) concurrent/incremental utility in accounting for alcohol-related outcomes, highlighting the novel high arousal negative and low arousal positive subscales.
uating SR by family history status across studies, Quinn and Fromme (2011) found support for the LLR Model; a positive family history of AUDs was associated with a blunted overall SR profile compared to a negative family history. However, when typical drinking patterns were evaluated, results supported the DM; heavier drinking was associated with increased stimulation on the ascending limb and decreased sedation on the descending limb. Quinn and Fromme (2011) concluded that the risk for problems associated with family history and heavy drinking may operate through separate pathways, resulting in distinct patterns of risk.
An additional recent study by King and colleagues (2011) aimed to settle the debate by executing a large, prospective, withinsubjects, double blind, placebo controlled, multi-dose (placebo, .04 g%, .08 g%) alcohol administration study. Using this gold standard approach to assessment of SR, King and colleagues (2011) obtained results that challenged the fundamental assumption that a universal biphasic pattern of alcohol effects is experienced and suggested that both the LLR and DM require tweaking. Consistent with the first tenet of the DM, heavier drinkers experienced significantly stronger stimulant effects on the ascending limb than did lighter drinkers. Also consistent with the LLR model, heavier drinkers experienced decreased sedation compared to lighter drinkers, and this pattern was associated with increased drinking behavior over the course of a two-year follow-up. However, inconsistent with either model, risk for heavy drinking associated with a blunted experience of sedative effects spanned the full BAC; it was not confined to the descending limb. Furthermore, lighter drinkers experienced a pattern of increased sedative effects that onset early in the drinking episode and persisted throughout, with limited experience of positive, stimulant effects.
The studies conducted by Quinn and Fromme (2011) and King et al. (2011) were well executed and important. It merits note, however, that a number of inconsistencies and measurement limitations that were raised in the recent review by Morean and Corbin (2010) may have important implications for the conclusions that were drawn about the veracity of the LLR and DM within the aforementioned studies. The following represent four common limitations of extant SR studies that may limit our ability to test adequately theoretical models of interest. First, SR measures have been confounded with theoretical models, making evaluation of theoretical model veracity and integration of findings difficult. For example, the Subjective High Assessment Scale (SHAS; Schuckit & Gold, 1988) is typically used in studies evaluating the LLR; whereas the Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (BAES; Martin, Earleywine, Musty, Perrine, & Swift, 1993) is often used in studies evaluating the DM. Second, SR is often assessed on only one limb of the BAC. Third, and of central theoretical importance, although prior psychophysiological research suggests the pharmacological effects of alcohol are best conceptualized in terms of emotional valence and arousal (Stritzke, Lang, & Patrick, 1996; Stritzke, Patrick, & Lang, 1995) , extant measures tend to confound the valence and arousal of effects. For example, current measures assess primarily positive, stimulant effects (e.g., sociable, happy); the potential importance of negative stimulant effects (e.g., anxiety and aggression) remains unknown. Furthermore, extant SR measures are largely unable to distinguish sedative alcohol effects that are likely to be experienced as aversive (e.g., alcohol-induced impairment; heavy head, slow thoughts) from those that may serve as negative reinforcers (e.g., relaxed, mellow). Finally, the interpretations of test scores proposed by the developers of most SR measures have not undergone sufficiently rigorous psychometric evaluation, which challenges the validity and reliability of score interpretations.
The current study was designed to create a novel SR measurethe Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS)-to addresses the aforementioned issues by (a) developing scale items that reflect comprehensive coverage of alcohol effects with respect to valence and arousal dimensions (i.e., high arousal positive/negative; low arousal positive/negative); (b) creating a brief, user-friendly instrument that permits multiple assessments of SR across the full drinking episode; and (c) conducting stringent psychometric evaluation of the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores (referred to in the remainder of the article as "SEAS scores").
The current study focuses on the psychometric validation of the SEAS, which was developed alongside a companion measure of alcohol expectancies (i.e., the beliefs individuals have about the probable effects of drinking alcohol) called the Anticipated Effects of Alcohol Scale (AEAS; Morean, Corbin, & Treat, 2012) . The measures were developed during the same period of time but were developed independently of one another (e.g., the latent factor structure for each construct was evaluated separately) to address limitations associated with extant measures of each respective construct. To help bridge the research gap between survey-based research on expectancies and laboratory-based research on SR, the AEAS and SEAS were designed to complement one another to facilitate comparisons of the constructs. Among a number of corresponding features (please see the description of the AEAS within the Measures section of the present study), the SEAS and AEAS were developed using a common item set, with the prediction that a subset of overlapping items would be identified across the measures, thereby permitting direct comparisons between expectancies and SR. The development of the common item pool is described in detail in Morean et al., 2012 . However, we briefly describe the item development process below as background for the current study.
The initial item set (N ϭ 215) was assembled by the research team based on our belief that the words represented plausible outcomes of drinking. In total, 132 items were chosen from the Alcohol Expectancy Multiaxial Assessment (Goldman & Darkes, 2004) and 83 items were chosen from the Affective Norms for English Words (Bradley & Lang, 1999) . Several pilot studies were run to determine the arousal and valence associated with each item as well as to gather student and expert opinions of the alcoholrelatedness of each item. Then, a systematic selection procedure was followed to ensure that the 40 items used for measurement development (10 per affective quadrant) represented a wide range of alcohol effects that varied in terms of valence and arousal, were rated as strongly associated with alcohol, and had linguistic features (e.g., readability) that would make the SEAS (and AEAS) accessible to a broad range of participants. The instructions, formatting, and response scale for the SEAS were modeled after the Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (Martin et al., 1993) . A rating scale approach was chosen as the response format because it is easily understood by most participants and can be completed quickly, which was important given that the SEAS was designed to be administered multiple times. Baseline and post-beverage administration versions of the SEAS were created, allowing assessments of This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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absolute SR and changes in the experience of effects from baseline. In building our argument for the validity and reliability of the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores, we will present information from a range of psychometric analyses. First, the latent structure of the SEAS (Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analyses) will be discussed. As evidence for the internal consistency of the SEAS scores, Cronbach's alpha values then will be presented for each subscale. Next, we will present evidence for the invariance of the SEAS scores by limb of the blood alcohol curve and beverage condition (i.e., placebo and alcohol). Evidence of convergent and discriminant relationships between the SEAS scores, alternative measures of subjective response, and alcohol expectancies will then be presented. Evidence of test-criterion relationships between the SEAS scores and several cross-sectional alcohol-related outcomes then will be presented. Finally, evidence for the incremental utility of the SEAS scores in accounting for variance in cross sectional alcohol-related outcomes above and beyond two commonly used SR measures (i.e., the SHAS and the BAES) will be presented.
Method Participants
Drinkers between the ages of 21 and 30 were recruited from college campuses and the greater communities of New Haven, Connecticut (N ϭ 112), and Tempe, Arizona (N ϭ 132), to participate in an alcohol-administration study designed to assess the impact of alcohol consumption on gambling persistence and betting behavior in a simulated bar setting. Eligibility was determined through a phone screen. Alcohol-related exclusion criteria included drinking Ͻ 3 drinks/week, medical contraindications and adverse reactions to alcohol, current/past enrollment in abstinencebased alcohol treatment, and pregnancy. Related to the gambling focus of the larger study, participants had to play poker at least once in the past year and could not be enrolled in abstinence-based gambling treatment.
Of the 520 individuals who completed the phone screen, 303 were eligible, and 217 were ineligible (120 for failure to meet the gambling-related criteria; 53 for drinking Ͻ 3 drinks/week; 29 for medical reasons; 9 for current or prior abstinence based treatment; 5 for being underage; and 1 for pregnancy). Although 244 participants completed the study sessions, 7 participants for whom the placebo manipulation was ineffective (i.e., they believed they had consumed no alcohol) ultimately were excluded from the validation analyses as were 22 participants from the alcohol condition whose breath alcohol levels (BrACs) were considerably less than the target of .08 g% (i.e., Ͻ .06 g%). Thus, the sample included in the analyses evaluating the reliability and validity of the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores comprised 215 1 participants (mean age 22.84[2.37]) who were predominantly male (74.40%), Caucasian (75.30%), single (91.40%), and college educated (94.70% with some college education; see Table 1 for participant demographics). Participants recruited from Arizona (N ϭ 102) did not differ significantly from those recruited from Connecticut (N ϭ 113) on any of the central study variables (i.e., assignment to placebo versus alcohol beverage condition; sex, monthly drinks, binge drinking, frequency of driving after drinking; alcohol-related problems) so data were analyzed from the full sample (N ϭ 215). Bolstering our confidence that the gambling related criterion did not negatively impact the aims of the current study, individuals who were excluded based on the gambling criterion did not differ from participants with respect to weekly alcohol use or binge drinking frequency (total number of drinks per week for participants ϭ 19.12 [12.23] 
Procedure
Participants were scheduled to attend a beverage administration session and a follow up session in our simulated bar laboratory. Groups of 2-4 participants attended the beverage administration session. Participants were instructed to abstain from alcohol and non-prescription drugs for 24-hours and from eating for 4 hours prior to beverage administration. Use of nicotine products was not permitted during the protocol. Upon arrival, participants gave proof of their age via a valid photo ID, provided informed consent, and gave a baseline breathalyzer test (BrAC) to ensure they had not consumed any alcohol, and participants were weighed for purposes of alcohol dosing. Female participants provided a urine sample to ensure that they were not pregnant. Participants then completed a series of computerized tasks unrelated to the focus of this article. Participants and research assistants (who served as bartenders during the beverage administration) were blind to study condition. A research supervisor randomized the group of participants to receive either active placebo (BrAC Ͻ .001 g%) or alcohol (target BrAC ϭ .08 g%) upon arrival at the lab and collected all BrAC readings.
Prior to beverage consumption and before entering the Bar Lab, participants completed baseline versions of the SEAS and BAES. During this time, the bar lab was prepped (i.e., music was cued, neon alcohol signs illuminated). Participants were escorted into the lab and served three drinks over thirty minutes (10 min/drink). Beverage consumption was followed by a 15 minute absorption period. Participants were informed that the research staff was developing a new measure of response to alcohol and that they would be asked to complete the measure several times over the course of the evening. Participants were thanked for their patience in assisting in this project.
Given evidence that SR to alcohol may peak up to 25 minutes before the peak BrAC is reached (Radlow & Hurst, 1985) , participants reported their SR following the 15 minute absorption period, and BrAC was concurrently assessed. Participants completed the SEAS four additional times, separated by an average of 20 minutes. At the end of session 1, participants were scheduled for the 2-week follow-up (session 2). Placebo participants were then provided transportation home as were alcohol participants once their BrACs fell below 0.02 g%.
During Session 2, participants completed self-report measures and an interview of their drinking behavior over the month prior to the beverage administration session.
Session 1 Measures
The following were completed during the alcohol administration session.
The Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS). Figure 1 depicts the final 14-item SEAS derived from the 40-item version that was completed during the beverage administration sessions. Items marked with an asterisk comprise the 13 items that overlap with the AEAS.
The Subjective Intoxication Questionnaire (SI). The SI assessed participants' estimates of the number of drinks they consumed over the course of the drinking episode. This questionnaire was used to assess the effectiveness of the placebo manipulation.
The Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (BAES; Martin et al., 1993). The BAES assessed subjective experiences of alcohol stimulation (e.g., energized, talkative) and sedation (e.g., heavy head, slow thoughts). Participants rated the extent to which they experienced 14 alcohol effects on an 11-point rating scale from not at all (0) to extremely (10). Participants completed the BAES at baseline and during the second (Cronbach's ␣ for stimulant subscale ϭ .93; ␣ for sedative subscale ϭ .90) and fourth This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
(␣ for stimulant subscale ϭ .95; ␣ for sedative subscale ϭ .92) post-alcohol assessments. The Subjective High Assessment Scale-7 Item (SHAS; Schuckit et al., 2000) . The SHAS-7 assessed SR to 7 possible alcohol effects (e.g., high, confused, drunk). Participants rated the extent to which they experienced each effect using a 36-point visual analog scale. Participants completed the SHAS during the second (␣ ϭ .91) and fourth (␣ ϭ .91) post-alcohol assessments. The 7-item SHAS was chosen because it has been shown to have less error variance than lengthier versions.
Session 2 Measures
The following were completed during the follow-up session. Timeline Follow-Back (TLFB; Sobell & Sobell, 2003) . During the experimenter-administered TLFB interview, participants reported on the quantity and frequency of drinking during the past month using a calendar prompt with several memory aids (e.g., holidays) to facilitate accurate recall (␣ ϭ .86). The total number of drinks participants consumed over the course of the month and the number of binge drinking episodes (4 drinks for women/5 drinks for men within 2 hours) were calculated from the TLFB.
Driving after drinking. Participants reported on the frequency with which they drove a motor vehicle after 1) consuming 2 or more drinks and 2) after consuming 4 or more drinks over the past 3 months. A composite variable reflecting the frequency of any driving after drinking was calculated for each participant (i.e., frequency of driving after 2 drinks ϩ frequency of driving after 4 drinks).
The Rutgers Alcohol Problem Index (RAPI; White & Labouvie, 1989). Participants rated how frequently they experienced 23 alcohol-related social/health problems over the past 3 months using the following prompts: never, 1-2 times, 3-5 times, 6 -10 times, Ͼ10 times (␣ ϭ .89).
The Anticipated Effects of Alcohol Scale (AEAS; Morean et al., 2012). The AEAS is a self-report measure of alcohol expectancies that was developed alongside the SEAS. To facilitate comparisons of expectancies and subjective response, the AEAS and SEAS share a response format, assess anticipated or actual alcohol effects on the ascending and descending limbs of the BAC, and assess anticipated or actual alcohol effects corresponding to a common blood alcohol level of .08% (i.e., the target dose in the SEAS study; an estimated blood alcohol level in the AEAS study). More specifically, the AEAS employs the same 11-point rating scale as the SEAS (ranging from not at all [0] to extremely [10] ) to assess the extent to which participants believe that engaging in a binge drinking episode (4 drinks for women/5 drinks for men within 2 hours) will result in the experience of 22 possible alcohol effects (13 of the effects overlap with the content of the SEAS; see Figure 1 ). The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism binge drinking criteria were specified because these drinking parameters approximate a blood alcohol level of .08 g% (i.e., the target blood alcohol level in the alcohol administration study) for men and women of average height and weight. Morean and colleagues (2012) proposed an interpretation of AEAS scores in which the 22 AEAS items comprise four subscales (i.e., high arousal positive, high arousal negative, low arousal positive, and low arousal negative). This interpretation has demonstrated strong psychometric properties across several large samples of young adults (N ϭ 550) including excellent internal consistency and two-week test-retest reliability; measurement invariance for limb of the blood alcohol curve, gender, and drinking status; and convergent, discriminant, predictive, and incremental validity.
Data Analytic Plan
To evaluate the effectiveness of the placebo manipulation, descriptive statistics were computed to ensure that individuals in the placebo condition believed they had consumed alcohol. Seven individuals reported that they believed they had consumed no alcohol and were excluded from subsequent reliability and validity analyses. Independent samples t-tests were then conducted to evaluate the overall strength of the placebo manipulation relative to alcohol consumption. Next, a combination of exploratory factor analytic models as well as theoretically and data-driven confirmatory factor analytic models were used to develop the 14-item SEAS. Initially, an exploratory factor analysis of the 40-item SEASD (i.e., the SEAS for the descending limb) was conducted for a randomly selected 50% of the total sample (n ϭ 107), with the intent to cross-validate the identified latent structure within the remaining 50% of the sample. Data from the descending limb were used for the initial factor analysis given concerns that data from the ascending limb may be more subject to expectancy effects due to the novel experience of participating in a simulated bar environment.
2 Factor solutions ranging from two to eight factors were considered. A combination of eigenvalues (Ͼ1), scree plots, model fit indices, the interpretability of the solutions, the number of items per factor, and consistency with theoretical predictions was used to identify possible latent factor structures for the SEAS. For any plausible factor solution, a confirmatory factor analytic model derived from the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) of the SEASD was fit to the second random sample (n ϭ 108). If adequate fit was achieved within random sample 2, the model was then fit to the data from the ascending and descending limbs within the full sample (n ϭ 215). After establishing the factor structure of the measure, the internal consistency of the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores was evaluated.
In order to make meaningful comparisons of SR across the ascending and descending limbs as well as by beverage condition, a multigroup confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) approach was used to evaluate measurement invariance (MI) of the SEAS scores for each of these constructs (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000) . SEAS factor scores were then computed and the convergence and divergence of the SEAS scores with extant SR measures and with alcohol expectancies were then examined. Finally, multivariate regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the concurrent and incremental utility of the SEAS scores in accounting for the total number of drinks participants consumed per month, binge drinking frequency, frequency of driving after drinking, and the experience of alcohol-related problems.
2 All analyses were also completed starting with the SEASA to ensure that the latent factor structure and factor indicators identified through EFA were similar irrespective of the starting point. The same factor structure was identified when starting with the SEASA, although loadings were slightly weaker for several items (e.g., mellow ϭ .68; secure ϭ .64). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Results

Efficacy of Random Assignment
No significant differences were observed by beverage condition on central study variables (see Table 1 for participant characteristics by beverage condition), ensuring that study results would not be accounted for by baseline differences in participant characteristics between the placebo and alcohol groups.
Placebo Manipulation Check
As expected given the simulated bar setting, the placebo manipulation worked very well. Participants for whom the placebo manipulation was effective estimated that they consumed 84% of the amount of alcohol estimated by alcohol participants (the estimate was 79% when the 7 placebo participants for whom the placebo manipulation was ineffective were included in the analysis). Despite the robust placebo effects, but consistent with our expectations, participants in the alcohol condition believed they consumed significantly more alcohol than placebo participants for whom the manipulation was effective ( Creating SEASA and SEASD Scores SR was assessed at 5 time points (not including baseline). Based on the study hypotheses and the biphasic nature of alcohol effects, different responses to alcohol were expected across the drinking episode. As such, ascending and descending limbs scores were calculated for each participant. First, the assessment time point at which each participant reached his or her peak BrAC was determined. Participants peaked at assessments 1 (28.70% of participants), 2 (48.50%), or 3 (22.80%). The mean peak BrAC was .079 (SD ϭ 0.010). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) found that there were no differences in peak BrAC based on the time point at which peak was reached (time 1 ϭ .081 [SD ϭ 0.011); time 2 ϭ .079
Thus, for those peaking at time 1, we used only the data from time 1 for ascending effects, whereas data from the peak time point and the preceding point(s) were used to create ascending limb scores for those peaking at time 2 or 3. Participants' BrACs were universally descending by time 4, so data from time 4 and time 5 were averaged to create a composite descending limb score for each participant.
Ideally, SR should be assessed at equal BrACs on the ascending and descending limbs such that any observed differences are due to limb rather than BrAC. Across all study participants, a dependent samples t-test revealed a significant difference in mean BrAC by limb (ascending ϭ .076 g% [SD ϭ .012 
Evidence for the Validity of the SEAS Subscale Scores Based on Internal Structure
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA). We hypothesized that a four-factor solution would emerge across assessments of SR associated with the ascending (SEASA) and descending (SEASD) limbs, with subscales corresponding to the four quadrants of the valence by arousal affective space (i.e., High Arousal Positive, Low Arousal Positive, High Arousal Negative, and Low Arousal Negative). However, formal evaluation began with an EFA to examine the dimensionality of the 40 items in the absence of a priori restrictions, as well as to identify items that would not meet the simple structure requirements of confirmatory factor analyses (i.e., items that loaded strongly onto multiple factors).
Using MPLUS 6.12, an EFA model was fit to the SEASD data from a randomly selected subsample of 107 participants (50% of the total sample), with the intention to cross-validate the factor structure within the second half of the sample. Robust maximum likelihood estimation was used, as this estimation method is robust to nonnormality and produces a range of fit indices that are helpful in determining latent factor structure. An oblique rotation (i.e., Crawford-Ferguson Varimax [oblique]) was specified based on our expectations that some individual SR items and any resulting factors would be significantly correlated. Missing data were handled using Full Information Maximum Likelihood. Based on the study hypotheses and on the factor structures of existing SR measures, EFA was allowed to extract up to 8 factors.
Several indices influenced initial model selection (i.e., eigenvalues Ͼ 1, scree plot, model fit indices, number of items per scale, solution interpretability; Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) . The following indices were employed to assess model fit: Bentler's comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardized rootmean-square residual (SRMR). Goodness of model fit was evaluated using the following criteria: CFI and TLI indices Ͼ .90 (Bentler, 1990) , RMSEA Ͻ .08 (Browne & Cudek, 1993; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996) , and SRMR Ͻ .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Newsome, 2012) .
Consideration of the initial eigenvalues (five of which were Ͼ 1) and the associated scree plot suggested that the 3-, 4-, and 5-factor solutions merited further evaluation. None of the models evidenced adequate fit to the data when all 40 items were included, suggesting that some items would need to be systematically discarded. Within each model, items were retained if the latent factor accounted for at least 49% of the variance in the item (factor loadings Ն .70), and no other latent factor accounted for more than 9% of the variance (crossloadings Ͻ .30).
The viability of each model was then evaluated based on a combination of consistency with theoretical predictions, the number of items comprising each factor, and general factor interpretability. Based on the hypothesized four factor structure, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
the 4-factor model was considered first. The model contained a total of 14 items that comprised two positive and two negative factors. Three of the four factors mapped nicely onto the quadrants of affective space: high arousal positive (HIGHϩ; fun, lively, talkative, funny), low arousal positive (LOWϩ; mellow, relaxed, calm, secure), and high arousal negative (HIGHϪ; demanding, rude, aggressive). The factor best corresponding to the low arousal negative quadrant (LOWϪ; woozy, dizzy, wobbly) included one "borderline" item that had been rated as falling just within the high arousal quadrant during instrument development (dizzy). However, each subscale was clearly distinguishable from the others based on arousal and valence (e.g., the arousal level of all items in the LOWϪ quadrant were lower than those falling in the HIGHϪ quadrant; see Figure 2 ). The 3-factor and 5-factor models models were considered next. The 3-factor model was discarded based on the following rationale. First, the model did not reflect a comprehensive range of alcohol effects. Specifically, there was no factor corresponding to high arousal positive effects (e.g., stimulation), which have consistently been identified as a critical aspect of subjective response to alcohol. Second, in order to be considered a proper subscale and to permit estimation of latent variables (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989) , a latent factor must comprise at least 3 items. One of the three factors comprised a single item (i.e., daring) and was therefore not viable. The 5-factor model was also rejected. One of the latent factors identified in the 5-factor model did not contain any items that loaded strongly enough onto the factor to be retained (e.g., the strongest loading was .50 with an associated cross-loading of .40). Second, the four viable factors were not unique. Rather, they were the same as those identified within the four-factor model. As such, the 4-factor model was selected for further development.
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Based on study hypotheses and the identified structure from the EFA, a 14-item four-factor CFA model was cross-validated within Random Sample 2 (N ϭ 108). For each of the factors identified within the EFA, the highest loading indicator defined the factor metric. Based on the EFA, the factors were allowed to correlate based on valence (e.g., HIGHϩ and LOWϩ). Robust maximum likelihood estimation was specified. Table 2 for SEASA and SEASD factor loadings for the full sample). In preparation for Figure 2 . The 14 items of the Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS) plotted by arousal and valence ratings. The 14 SEAS items are plotted by the valence and arousal ratings provided by 50 participants who completed a pilot study that occurred during the item development stage and that was designed to establish the affective norms of the SEAS items. All words were presented in counterbalanced blocks for valence and arousal, and participants rated the affective connotations of each word using a 9-point graphic emotion rating scale (Self Assessment Manikin; Bradley & Lang, 1994) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
testing MI, the model also was fit to the ascending limb data for the full sample as well as to the baseline data. Model fit was good for both the ascending limb ( 2 (71) ϭ 134.286, SRMR ϭ .058, RMSEA ϭ .064 [90% CI ϭ 0.047-0.080], TLI ϭ .935, CFI ϭ .949) and baseline ( 2 (71) ϭ 119.436, SRMR ϭ .060, RMSEA ϭ .056 [90% CI ϭ 0.038 -0.074], TLI ϭ .922, CFI ϭ .939). In sum, all prerequisites for testing MI were met: (a) model fits were acceptable for assessments of SR at baseline and on the ascending and descending limbs, respectively; (b) all freely estimated factor loadings were significant; and (c) there were no problems identified via the modification indices.
Evidence for the internal consistency of the SEAS scores. Prior to conducting measurement invariance analyses, Cronbach's alpha values were examined to ensure that the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores evidenced adequate internal consistency. The SEAS scores demonstrated good to excellent internal consistency, with alpha values ranging from .80 to .94 across subscales (see Table 2 ).
Measurement invariance. In order to assess SR on the ascending and descending limb in a meaningful way and to make valid mean level comparisons, it is essential that the scales associated with each limb measure the same constructs (Byrne & Watkins, 2003; Chen, 2008; Widaman & Reise, 1997) . Thus, a multigroup CFA approach was employed to evaluate measurement invariance (MI). First, configural invariance (i.e., invariance of the latent factor structure) was tested to establish whether the same four-factor structure fit the data well across the ascending and descending limbs. Establishing configural invariance requires meeting the following criteria: the CFA model must fit the data well, the loadings of all items comprising the latent factors must be significant on the ascending and descending limbs, and the correlations among latent factors must not be so strong as to indicate collinearity (Davidov, 2009; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998) . Second, metric invariance (i.e., invariance of factor loadings) was tested to establish whether the strength of the relationships of the latent factors to their constituent items was comparable across the ascending and descending limbs. Finally, scalar invariance (i.e., invariance of the intercepts) was tested to establish whether the mean responses for corresponding items on the two limbs were equal when the value of the latent variable (i.e., the mean) was held constant. In other words, scalar invariance examines whether the items' origins are invariant by limb. Establishing scalar invariance is necessary to ensure that limbspecific differences in factor scores reflect underlying differences in latent factor means rather than measurement bias (Chen, 2008; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Widaman & Reise, 1997) .
Configural invariance. See Table 3 columns labeled "BAC limb" for a summary of MI across BAC limbs. A two-group CFA model was specified in Mplus to fit the 4-factor model to Note. Full sample N ϭ 215. Bold SEAS items are factor metric items. SE ϭ standard error; Est./SE ϭ a ratio of the factor estimate and the standard error; StdYX ϭ standardized factor loading; SEAS ϭ Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale.
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the SEASA and the SEASD data simultaneously. 3 Observed dependent variables were continuous, so maximum likelihood estimation (MLR) with robust standard errors and chi-squares was used (ESTIMATOR ϭ MLR). The factor loadings of the four factor metrics (i.e., the highest loading items for each factor) were set to 1.0, and the factor means were set to 0. All remaining model parameters (e.g., factor loadings, intercepts, variances, covariances, etc.) were freely estimated. The resulting model evidenced good fit ( 2 (142) ϭ 229.56, SRMR ϭ .054, RMSEA ϭ .054[90% CI ϭ .040 -.066], TLI ϭ .956, CFI ϭ .966). All items significantly loaded onto their respective factors on both limbs. As expected, the HIGHϩ and LOWϩ subscales as well as the HIGHϪ and LOWϪ were significantly correlated (rs ϭ .607 and .508, respectively), but the magnitude of these correlations was below the established criteria for multicollinearity (r Ͼ .80; Meyers et al., 2006 ; r Ͼ .90; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) . The fit of the configurally invariant model served as a benchmark against which the fit of the metric invariant model was evaluated.
Metric invariance. The factor loadings of matching items on the SEASA and the SEASD were constrained to equality (e.g., factor loadings of "sociable" on the SEASA and SEASD were set to be equal), and the latent factor means were set to zero. A series of statistical cutoffs established by Chen (2007) indicates that non-invariance exists in cases where the decrement in model fits exceed the following criteria; SRMR Ն .030, RMSEA Ն .015, or CFI Ն Ϫ.01. Based on these cutoffs, the resulting model did not evidence a significant decrement in fit ( 2 (152) ϭ 244.97, SRMR ϭ .058, RMSEA ϭ .053 [90% CI ϭ .041-.065], TLI ϭ .957, CFI ϭ .964) when compared to the configurally invariant model (⌬SRMR ϭ .004; ⌬RMSEA ϭ Ϫ.001; ⌬CFI ϭ Ϫ.002). Thus, individual items related to their respective latent factors similarly across BAC limbs. Scalar invariance. Factor loadings and intercepts (item means) of matching items on the SEASA and SEASD were constrained to equality while allowing the latent factor means to be freely estimated. Chen (2007) suggested unique cutoffs for change in fit indices when evaluating scalar invariance, with changes in CFI Ն Ϫ.010 accompanied by a change in SRMR Ն .010 or RMSEA Ն .015 indicating non-invariance. Based on these indices, the resulting model evidenced no significant decrement in fit ( 2 (162) ϭ 298.27, SRMR ϭ .058, RMSEA ϭ .063 (90% CI ϭ .051-.074), TLI ϭ .940, CFI ϭ .947) when compared to the model testing metric invariance (⌬SRMR ϭ .000, ⌬RMSEA ϭ .007; ⌬CFI ϭ Ϫ.017). Thus, there was no evidence of measurement bias with respect to the individual items comprising the latent factors. Measurement invariance by beverage condition. Using the same CFA multigroup approach described above, configural, metric, and scalar MI were also established for beverage condition (see columns labeled "Beverage Condition" in Table 3 for a summary of MI by beverage condition). Given that scalar invariance was achieved across BAC limbs, the MI model for beverage condition was run using the combined SEASA and SEASD data with beverage condition identified as the grouping variable.
Computation of factor scores. A summary scale approach to scoring the SEAS, in which subscale scores are computed from raw item responses, inherently gives all items on a given factor equal weight or "importance" (i.e., all factor loadings are essentially set to 1). However, as demonstrated by the CFA, individual items actually vary in the strength of their relation to the latent factor (i.e., have different factor loadings) such that certain items are functionally more "important" than others. Unlike summary scores, factor scores derived from the CFA provide information about participants' positions on each factor based on their responses to the individual items comprising the subscale. Thus, factor scores derived within Mplus (using the modal posterior estimator) were used in all subsequent analyses. 4 3 We tested measurement invariance by limb of the blood alcohol curve by simultaneously fitting a CFA model to the SEAS data from the ascending and descending limbs while successively constraining parameters to test for different levels of invariance (i.e., configural, metric, scalar). To account for the repeated measures nature of the data, we used the CLUSTER command within Mplus. To ensure that the repeated measures nature of the data was taken into account when standard errors and tests of model fit were computed, the analysis type was specified as "COMPLEX."
4 Bivariate correlations between corresponding SEAS subscale scores derived using Mplus factor scores and SEAS subscale scores derived using a summary approach ranged from .89 to .99 (mean across bx;1subscales ϭ .97), suggesting that the summary scores are close approximations of latent factor scores. Note. BAC ϭ blood alcohol curve; MI ϭ measurement invariance; CFI ϭ Bentler's comparative fit index; TLI ϭ Tucker-Lewis index; RMSEA ϭ root-mean-square error of approximation; SRMR ϭ standardized root-mean-square residual.
Evidence for the Validity of the Proposed Interpretation of SEAS Subscale Scores Based on Relations With Other Variables
Convergent and discriminant evidence (see Table 4 ). Bivariate correlations were used to examine the convergence and divergence of associations of the SEAS with two extant SR measures [(BAES (Martin et al., 1993) ; SHAS (Schuckit et al., 2000) ] and with a measure of alcohol expectancies (AEAS; Morean et al., 2012) , with a focus on limb-congruent relationships (i.e., correlations between ascending limb SEAS scores and ascending limb BAES/SHAS/AEAS scores; descending limb SEAS scores with descending limb BAES/SHAS/AEAS scores). With respect to the alternative measures of SR, strong correlations were observed between the SEASA HIGHϩ subscale scores and the BAES stimulation subscale scores as anticipated. In addition, moderate to strong correlations were observed among the SEAS LOWϪ subscales, BAES sedation subscales and the SHAS. Highlighting the novelty of the SEAS HIGHϪ subscales, correlations with the BAES sedation and SHAS subscales were small to moderate, and correlations with BAES stimulation were either non-significant or small. Highlighting the novelty of the SEAS LOWϩ subscales, there was a small inverse relation with BAES sedation on the ascending limb and scores were unrelated to the SHAS across both limbs. These results are in line with prior research suggesting that negatively reinforcing effects are distinct from sedation as measured by the BAES (Wiers, 2008) . Perhaps on the basis of their shared positive valence, the SEAS LOWϩ subscale scores were correlated strongly with BAES stimulation though the shared variance of the two measures was only 25%.
Relationships between the SEAS and alcohol expectancies were consistent with the notion that the effects of alcohol individuals actually experience during a drinking episode are distinct, yet related to, the effects of alcohol they anticipate experiencing. Correlations between corresponding SEAS and AEAS subscale scores (e.g., SEASA HIGHϩ with AEASA HIGHϩ) subscales ranged from .45 to .64 across the ascending and descending limbs.
Test-criterion evidence. Concurrence. Using multiple regression, we evaluated the cross-sectional relations among the SEAS subscale scores and the following variables: (a) the total drinks consumed over the past month, (b) binge drinking episodes over the past month, (c) the frequency of driving after drinking (past 3 months), and (d) the experience of alcohol-related problems (past 3 months). First, models were run examining the relationship between the drinking outcomes and absolute SR scores (i.e., participants' SR on the ascending and descending limb not accounting for baseline affective experience). To account for the potential impact of participants' subjective experience prior to beverage consumption, the relationships between SEAS change scores (i.e., SEASA-SEAS baseline; SEASD-SEAS baseline) and drinking outcomes were also evaluated. Based on the well-established relationship between gender and alcohol-related outcomes, sex was entered as a covariate at Step 1 of each regression model. For the models assessing driving after drinking and alcohol-related problems, the typical number of drinks participants consumed per drinking occasion was also included as a covariate at Step 1. The ascending or descending SEAS scores (or corresponding change scores) were entered simultaneously in Step 2 of the regression models. To facilitate the interpretation of results, separate models were run for the placebo and alcohol conditions.
Within the placebo condition, none of the absolute SEAS subscale scores or the corresponding SEAS subscale change scores accounted for significant variance in any outcome assessed. Within the alcohol condition, SEAS scores (absolute and/or change scores) accounted for significant variance in total monthly drinks, binge drinking frequency, the frequency of driving after drinking, and the experience of alcohol-related problems (see Table 5 ). Absolute SEAS and change scores accounted for a comparable level of variance in monthly drinks and binge drinking frequency This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Table 5 Multiple
Regression Analyses Demonstrating the Concurrent Validity of the SEAS in the Alcohol Condition
Step 
SEAS Ascending Limb subscales
Step Note.
Step 1 variables included sex for all models. The typical number of drinks consumed per drinking occasion were also included in
Step 1 for the models assessing driving after drinking and alcohol problems.
Step 2 variables were the SEAS subscales (absolute or change from baseline). Dashes denote that the variable Drinks per occasion was not included as a covariate in the analysis. SEAS ϭ Subjective This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
(Monthly Drinks [SEASA absolute ϭ 9.40%, change scores ϭ 10.00%; SEASD absolute ϭ 13.20%, change scores ϭ 12.20%]; Binge Drinking [SEASA absolute ϭ 7.80%, change scores ϭ 10.50%; SEASD absolute ϭ 11.00%, change scores ϭ 12.30%]). An examination of the significant regression coefficients indicated that experiencing stronger HIGHϪ effects (or experiencing larger increases in high arousal negative effects from baseline) and weaker LOWϪ effects (or a less dramatic increases in LOWϪ effects from baseline) was universally associated with heavier drinking. Regarding driving after drinking, absolute SEASA scores uniquely accounted for 7.00% of the variance. The regression coefficients indicated that experiencing stronger HIGHϩ after consuming alcohol coupled with weaker LOWϪ and LOWϩ effects was associated with more frequent driving after drinking. A different pattern of results emerged with respect to alcohol-related problems. Absolute SEASA (9.00%) and SEASD (5.60%) scores accounted for variance in the experience of problems, with stronger experiences of HIGHϪ effects associated with more alcoholrelated problems. Incremental evidence (see Table 6 ). Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used to examine whether the proposed SEASA and SEASD scores (absolute and change scores), respectively, were able to account for incremental variance in alcoholrelated outcomes above and beyond two commonly used SR measures-BAES and the SHAS. With the exception of the addition of the BAES and SHAS subscales to Step 1 of the regression models, the regression models mirrored those described above in the concurrent evidence section. The SEASA and SEASD (absolute and change scores) accounted for an additional 6.60% to 18.70% of the variance in total monthly drinks and binge episodes. The SEASA absolute and change scores accounted for an additional 8.20% and 7.50% of the variance in driving after drinking, respectively. The absolute SEASA (8.00%) and SEASD (6.50%) scores accounted for an incremental variance in alcohol-related problems. In general, the pattern of findings mirrored those for concurrent validity. However, two findings merit note. First, more frequent alcohol-related problems were associated with stronger experiences of HIGHϪ and weaker experiences of LOWϩ effects. Second, a novel effect emerged on the descending limb suggesting that heavier monthly drinking was associated with experiencing stronger absolute HIGHϩ effects in addition to stronger HIGHϪ and weaker LOWϪ effects.
Discussion
By employing recent conceptual and statistical advances in approaches to measurement development, we built upon the strengths of extant SR measures to develop a novel, theoretically and psychometrically sound alcohol-specific measure of SR. Developing and validating the SEAS occurred in three stages: item set development, instrument development (e.g., choosing the format for response options), and psychometric validation. The SEAS has several notable strengths associated with each stage of its development. Regarding development of the initial item set, which was used to develop the SEAS (and the AEAS), items were purposefully selected to sample the full range of alcohol-induced affective experiences. Thus, in addition to the types of high arousal positive (e.g., talkative, funny) and/or low arousal negative effects (e.g., woozy, wobbly) captured by commonly used SR measures including the BAES and the SHAS, the SEAS assesses novel high arousal negative (e.g., rude, aggressive) and low arousal positive (e.g., relaxed, mellow) effects. A second key strength of the item set is that great care was taken to ensure that all items reflected plausible outcomes of drinking; a sample of college students and a panel of experts in the alcohol field concluded that the items were highly alcohol-related. Finally, the linguistic features of all items were considered when selecting the 40 items for measurement development. When synonymous words were being considered for inclusion (e.g., tired versus exhausted), the more accessible word was chosen so that the new measure could be used with a wide range of participants (e.g., 5th grade reading level and above) without modifications.
Most notable among the SEAS structural design features, its rating scale approach was easily understood by participants. Participants were also able to complete the lengthier 40-item version of the SEAS rather quickly. This suggests that the final 14-item version will pose very minimal participant burden even if it is administered several times to capture SR over the full course of a drinking episode.
When considering the strengths of the validation stage, the proposed interpretation of subscale scores underwent the most extensive psychometric evaluation of any SR measure to date. Regarding internal structure, the 4-factor EFA model was largely consistent with study hypotheses and resulted in good to excellent model fit when a CFA approach was implemented. Utilizing advances in test theory and statistical approaches, the current study established scalar measurement invariance (MI) for the proposed SEAS subscale scores by limb of the BAC and beverage condition. As such, we ensured, for the first time, the ability to make valid mean-level comparisons of the SEAS subscale scores across the ascending and descending limbs of the BAC and across placebo and alcohol conditions. Although differences in SR by BAC limb and beverage condition have been identified in prior research, the fact that the statistical basis necessary to make such comparisons had yet to be established raises serious concerns about the interpretability of prior research findings. It is impossible to know whether the group-level differences in SR that have been identified reflect "true" differences or are the result of measurement bias arising from violations of MI. Equally problematic, it is impossible to know whether prior null findings (which are unlikely to have been published) have accurately indicated the absence of differences or have, in fact, reflected group-specific discrepancies in internal structure or other sources of measurement bias.
Evidence for the reliability and validity of the proposed SEAS subscale scores was gathered from a number of sources. Internal consistency coefficients indicated that the SEAS scores were reliable on the ascending and descending limbs (mean Cronbach's ␣ on the ascending limb ϭ .850; descending limb ϭ .884). Evidence for the convergence and divergence of the SEAS subscale score interpretations was obtained by examining relations between SEAS subscale scores, alternative SR measures (i.e., the BAES and SHAS), and a measure of alcohol expectancies (AEAS). When considering the relationships with extant SR measures, the most noteworthy findings were those associated with the novel HIGHϪ and LOWϩ subscales. Highlighting the absence of the assessment of HIGHϪ effects within extant SR measures, the HIGHϪ SEAS subscale scores were significantly related only to alternative SR subscales reflecting negative sedative effects. Emphasizing the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Table 6 Multiple
Regression Analyses Demonstrating the Incremental Validity of the SEAS in the Alcohol Condition
SEAS Ascending Limb subscales
Step .07
Ϫ.10
.13
Note.
Step 1 variables included sex, BAES stimulation, BAES sedation, and the SHAS for all models. The typical number of drinks consumed per drinking occasion were included in Step 1 for the models assessing driving after drinking and alcohol problems.
Step 2 variables were the SEAS subscales (absolute or change from baseline This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
novel coverage of LOWϩ effects by the SEAS, LOWϩ subscale scores were unrelated or inversely related to subscales reflecting negative sedative effects (SHAS; BAES sedation). These findings emphasize the lack of coverage of LOWϩ effects by the most commonly used SR measures and are consistent with previous research suggesting that negatively reinforcing effects (i.e., relaxed, mellow) are experienced as positive affective experiences that are distinct from the negative affective experience of sedation (Weirs, 2008) . Although a more thorough investigation of the relationship between SR (assessed by the SEAS) and alcohol expectancies (assessed by the AEAS) was beyond the scope of the current study, the relationships identified between these constructs were largely consistent with the notion that expectations and subjective experience are overlapping yet distinct constructs. These findings suggest that future research examining discrepancies between expectancies and subjective response may yield important knowledge regarding mechanisms of risk and potential targets for prevention and intervention. Providing concurrent evidence for the validity of the SEAS test score interpretations (and highlighting the importance of the novel HIGHϪ and LOWϩ subscales), absolute SEAS scores and/or SEAS change scores from baseline accounted for significant variance in several alcohol-related outcomes (see Table 5 ). Experiencing stronger HIGHϪ (e.g., aggressive, rude) and weaker LOWϪ effects (e.g., woozy, wobbly) was associated with heavier drinking across the ascending and descending limbs. Furthermore, experiencing stronger HIGHϩ effects in combination with weaker LOWϪ and LOWϩ effects was associated with more frequent driving after drinking. Finally, experiencing stronger acute HIGHϪ effects on the ascending limb was associated with more frequent alcohol-related problems. Providing direct statistical evidence of the unique contributions of the SEAS scores, the HIGHϪ and LOWϪ subscales incrementally accounted for 7%-19% of the variance in monthly drinks and binge drinking frequency above and beyond the most commonly used extant SR measures (i.e., BAES; SHAS; see Table 6 ). Although the HIGHϩ subscale was not associated concurrently with drinking, experiencing stronger HIGHϩ effects on the descending limb incrementally was associated with heavier monthly drinking. With respect to risk for driving after drinking, weaker experiences of sedation (both LOWϩ and LOWϪ) were associated with more frequent driving after drinking. Highlighting the novel HIGHϪ and LOWϩ subscales, experiencing stronger HIGHϪ and weaker LOWϩ effects on the ascending limb was associated with more alcohol-related problems.
Limitations
Although there are a number of strengths of the current study, several limitations merit note. It is important to acknowledge that the evidence for the validity of the proposed interpretation of the SEAS subscales was based on cross-sectional data. Future longitudinal studies are needed to evaluate whether the SEAS scores remain invariant over time (i.e., the meaning of the construct is stable) and whether the SEAS scores are able to prospectively predict alcohol-related outcomes of interest.
To ensure that the amount of alcohol served during the alcohol administration study would not exceed participants' typical drinking behavior, eligibility was contingent on consumption of Ն 3 drinks on at least one occasion per week during the past 3 months. Therefore, it is unclear to what extent the proposed interpretation of the SEAS scores would generalize to lighter drinkers. It is possible, for example, that some of the effects of alcohol that are thought to accompany intoxicating doses of alcohol (e.g., wobbly, aggressive) may be less relevant to lighter drinkers. Future research evaluating SR to a low dose of alcohol (e.g., .02 g%) using the SEAS may help to clarify this issue.
It is also important to acknowledge the fact that the data used within the current study were obtained as part of a larger study designed to assess the effects of alcohol on gambling behavior on a video poker task. As such, participants had to report playing poker at least once in the past year to be eligible for the study. Therefore, it is possible that the proposed interpretation of the SEAS scores may have been influenced by the gambling-related exclusion criterion. Providing evidence that the proposed test score interpretations may generalize to non-poker playing young adults, independent samples t-tests demonstrated that neither total alcoholic beverages consumed per week nor binge drinking frequency differed between study participants and individuals who were excluded based on the gambling criterion.
A limitation related to the assessment of driving after drinking also merits note. Participants were asked to report the frequency with which they operated a motor vehicle after consuming either 2 or 4 alcoholic beverages, but no time frame was specified (e.g., How many times did you operate a vehicle within 2 hours of drinking 2/4 drinks?). Given that blood alcohol level varies as a function of the number of drinks consumed and the passage of time, it is not possible to estimate precisely the extent to which participants were intoxicated.
Finally, it is important to note several possible limitations to generalizability based on the characteristics of our study sample. First, the sample was highly educated and was majority Caucasian and male. Future research is needed to determine the extent to which the proposed interpretation of SEAS scores will generalize to more heterogenous populations. Generalizability also may be compromised by the restricted age range of the study sample used in the current study. Given the high prevalence of heavy drinking and negative alcohol-related consequences, and the high rates of alcohol use disorders during emerging adulthood, a decision was made to develop and validate the SEAS for use with young adults. In the current study, 90% of participants had reached the legal drinking age in the United States within the past 5 years (mean age ϭ 22.85[SD ϭ 2.37]). However, it is unclear how well the interpretation of SEAS scores proposed within the current study would generalize to other age groups, including underage drinkers. Understanding early SR is key to the development of a comprehensive model of alcohol use but is complicated to assess; serving alcohol to underage drinkers poses ethical concerns and is not permitted within the United States. To address this issue to the best of our ability, we have recently launched a study that uses a version of the SEAS that has been modified to assess retrospectively adolescent SR at two time points: the very first and most recent drinking experiences. Future alcohol administration studies conducted in countries where the legal drinking age is lower than in the United States (e.g., England) also could help to evaluate the generalizability of the interpretation of SEAS scores proposed within the current study. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Implications and Future Directions
In spite of its limitations, the current study makes a number of notable contributions to the SR field. The current study was the first to ensure that the alcohol effects being assessed were identified as plausible outcomes of consuming alcohol and that the affective characteristics of the effects provided adequate coverage of the quadrants of valence by arousal affective space. Furthermore, by establishing scalar measurement invariance of the proposed SEAS subscale scores for BAC limb and beverage condition, the current study was the first to ensure the ability to make statistical comparisons of SR across the limbs of the BAC as well across placebo and alcohol conditions. Through examining the relationships between the SEAS subscales scores and alternative SR measures, the uniqueness of the HIGHϪ and LOWϩ SEAS subscales was readily apparent. Furthermore, although alcohol expectancies and SR are theorized to be overlapping constructs that likely function in tandem to promote alcohol use, the relationship between the constructs has not been formally evaluated with comparable measures. The relationships identified between the SEAS and its companion measure of alcohol expectancies (the AEAS) provide exciting preliminary evidence that SR and expectancies are overlapping yet distinct constructs.
When relationships between the SEAS subscales and alcoholrelated outcomes of interest were evaluated, each of the subscales accounted for significant variance in one or more drinking outcomes. The novel HIGHϪ subscale accounted for significant variance in alcohol-related problems (as did the LOWϩ subscale when incremental utility was examined). The HIGHϪ and LOWϪ subscales accounted for significant variance in total monthly alcohol use and binge frequency across the ascending and descending limbs. Interestingly, differences in the direction and magnitude of the effects associated with experiencing stronger HIGHϪ and LOWϪ SR highlights the importance of discriminating negative effects based on arousal level. For example, strong HIGHϪ scores (e.g., rude, aggressive) were positively associated with monthly drinking, and engaging in binge drinking, and while strong LOWϪ effects (e.g., wobbly, woozy) appeared to protect against heavy drinking. With respect to drinking and driving, experiencing stronger HIGHϩ effects on the ascending limb and weaker sedative effects (LOWϪ and LOWϩ) was associated with more frequent driving after drinking.
Given the interpersonal nature of the novel HIGHϪ effects (e.g., aggressive, demanding, rude), future research examining relationships between HIGHϪ effects and additional negative outcomes of drinking like perpetration of physical or sexual violence or development of AUDs will help to further establish the importance of assessing HIGHϪ effects. Research may also find that experiencing strong HIGHϪ effects relates to other well-established risk factors for alcohol-related problems, including antisocial personality characteristics.
The addition of the LOWϩ subscale also allows for more comprehensive evaluations of the veracity of the Tension Reduction Model of alcohol use. Although the model has demonstrated staying power over the past 50 years, limitations of extant measures (namely, that LOWϩ effects have largely been untapped) have made it difficult to test formally. The findings within the current study were inconsistent with the primary tenet of the tension reduction model: Heavier drinking is motivated by the experience of anxiolytic effects. Where significant effects emerged in the present study, reductions in LOWϩ effects (on the ascending limb) were associated with driving after drinking and with alcohol-related problems. Historically, tension reduction has been conceptualized as a sedative response linked to the descending limb of the BAC. One particularly interesting question that future research can address is whether the relationship between the experience of tension reduction and important alcohol-related outcomes is moderated by whether the LOWϩ effects are experienced on the ascending or descending limb of the BAC. Future research using the SEAS can evaluate the veracity of the model across a range of different types of participants, including individuals for whom tension reduction may be particularly reinforcing, such as those high in trait anxiety or personality dimensions like neuroticism.
In sum, over the past 30 years, researchers studying subjective response to alcohol have greatly advanced our knowledge of how individual differences in the experience of acute alcohol effects relate to outcomes of paramount interest within our field (e.g., heavy drinking; alcohol use disorders). While the SR field has enjoyed many notable successes, a number of important questions remain unanswered. Collaborative research efforts are needed to evaluate the veracity of some of our most prominent theoretical models, including models that address broad motivations for drinking (e.g., the Tension Reduction Model) as well as theoretical models that relate more specifically to identifying risk associated with SR (e.g., the Low Level of Response and Differentiator Models). Reaching a consensus about the profiles of SR that confer the greatest risk for negative alcohol-related outcomes (e.g., heavy drinking, AUDs) will represent an integral step in developing a richer, more comprehensive model of alcohol use, and ultimately, in designing effective prevention and treatment programs for alcohol-related problems. It is our hope that the SEAS will be a useful tool in addressing these remaining challenges.
